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What to expect when purchasing a pdf pattern?

After you have pruchased a digital Rosie & Me pattern, a
page will open with an overview of your order and four
downloadable links.
You can open these files in a PDF reader such as Adobe
Reader and save them to your computer.
You will also receive an email with the downloadable
links, plus your files will be permanently available in ‘your
account’. So, if you accidentally loose your soft or hard
copy pattern, no worries, you can log back into your
account at any time and reprint as often as you would
like.
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Which files do i receive?

• how to pdf:
The page you are reading right now. This is also found on Rosie’s Tips & Tricks page. It will walk you
through all the need to knows when using a digital sewing pattern.
• instructions:
This file consists of all the information you need to be able to make your garment. Which is everything
that would normally be printed in the pattern booklet. Such as; what supplies do I need, what size do I
choose, fitting tutorials, cutting layouts and sewing instructions. You can print the booklet, but to
conserve resources, you can also just open it on your tablet or computer whenever you are working
on your project.
• pattern in multiple sheets (home printers):
This is the pattern that is split up in numerous pages that can be printed on both A4 as well as US
Letter paper. How to assemble these pages will be explained on page 2 and 3.
• pattern large sheet (print shop):
This is the full pattern printed on one single sheet. In case you have access to a plotter or would like to
print the pattern at a print shop, this is the file you would need. The paper size is stated in the file
name. More information on printing at a print shop can be found at the bottom of page 4.
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printing your digital pattern at home:
What do you need?:

•
•
•
•
•

A home printer
A4 or US letter paper
Paper scissors, papercutter or an old rotary cutter
(which you might not be using for fabric anymore).
Ruler or measuring tape
Glue stick and/or tape

How to assemble the pattern pieces?

1 opening and testing:

Open the pattern file with the multiple sheets and print only the 1st page that shows the test square.
This will check to see if your printer settings are correct. It is important not to scale your pattern when
you print it. Choose the option: Do Not Scale, or at 100%, or Actual size.
It is also advisable to adjust your print quality settings to: Fast or Draft. This will save you some inkt
plus it will help you print the pages faster. In most cases this printing quality is satisfactory to read your
patterns clearly.

2 Printing and checking:

After you have printed the 1st page, you measure the test square precisely with a ruler or measuring
tape. The square should measure exactly 2” x 2” (5,08 cm x 5,08 cm). In case the square does not
measure correctly, recheck your printing settings and scaling options again.
Does it measure correctly? Great! Go ahead and print all the pages with these settings.
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3 trimming or cutting:

All patternsheets are printed with a
grey square around them. You do not
need to cut out the squares completely.
Only cut the squares on one of the long
and one of the short ends allowing it to
overlap. Make sure to cut along the
outside edge of the grey square. So you will see all the grey squares as the entire pattern is assembled.
To cut the edges you can either use regular paper scissors, or what I find handy is to use a paper cutter.
You can find them pretty inexpensively and they are easy to cut a few pages at once. An old rotery
cutter (that you do not use for your fabrics anymore) together with a ruler can be an easy cutting tool
as well. Whatever works for you!

4 assembling:

Now the real deal: assembling all the
pattern pieces together. The image on
your 1st pattern page will show you
how the pattern should be assembled.
Make room on your table or floor and lay out all the sheets. Make sure all the markings on the corners
correspond with eachother precisely. Now tape them together or use a glue stick. I find that a glue stick
works most quickly and makes the pattern bulge less, but I do use a little masking tape to reinforce the
corners. Again, test to see whatever works best for you!

5 cutting:

You are almost there! You can trace your
pattern with tracing paper and then cut
the pieces, but since you can reprint the
pattern, I personally prefer to cut into
the printed paper directly. What helps
when dealing with a large sheet of paper
is to roughly cut the pattern pieces out while you are assembling the pages together. This makes them
more manageable when cutting the pieces precisely to your needed measurement.
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6 storing pdf patterns:

Everyone has their own way of storing patterns. Truth is that .pdf patterns that are printed on
computer paper are a bit harder to fold.
Some other ways to store them could be: rolling them up with an elastic and label around them, stick
them in a cardboard tube, punch a hole through each pattern piece and hang them with your label on a
hanger, or use a pants hanger to hang them up.
You can fold them and place them in a large envelope, zip-lock bag or save them in a binder with clear
binder sheets. When you wish to use the pattern again you can carefully iron out the wrinkels. Be
carefull not to iron the tape you might have used! And perhaps use a pressing cloth for possible inkmarks.

printing at a print shop:
If you want to eliminate the cutting and
gluing part, you can choose to print your
pattern at a print shop as well.
For this alternative you need the file:
pattern large sheet.
It is advisable to first call around to
different print shops in your area. You
will learn that there are price
differences in print services.

Explain that it is for a black and white (no color) line drawing (no photo), that it can be printed in draft
mode quality and that it is not neccesary to print on high quality paper (photo paper for example).
The measurements of the pattern sheet are stated in the file name.
When you have found your print shop, they will inform you how they would like to receive the file. This
could be for example via a dropbox or bringing a USB stick into the shop.
Don’t forget to mention that it is important not to scale the pattern! After the pattern is printed (so
before you take it home) measure the test square carefully. This should be exactly 2” x 2” (5,08 cm x
5,08 cm). If it is incorrect you need to ask for a reprint.
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